
Shirley Smith, librarian at  
Bluecoat Academy,  
describes her school as ‘truly  
comprehensive’. 

An above-average number of  
students receive free school 
meals; 40% use English as an  
additional language. A large 
school of 1800 students split over 
two campuses, Bluecoat Academy 
strives for academic excellence 
but found low reading ages to be  
holding back students’ progress.

Shirley explains the challenges 
faced by the school.

“Before Accelerated Reader was implemented in 
the Academy our cohort’s reading age data was 
becoming increasingly concerning.

“An increasing number of students were entering the  
Academy with reading ages below their chronological age. 
Within our current Year 7 cohort 39% had a reading age 
below 10 years old, with 11% of those under 8 years old. 
Reading was encouraged and promoted within library  
lessons and English lessons but there was little strategy as 
to how to match students to books. We also had no  
knowledge of whether students had completed a book or 
their comprehension of it.

“Results show AR is definitely benefitting our  
students and helping to increase reading ages and  
comprehension.

“Accelerated Reader has enabled us to promote, monitor 
and evaluate our reading levels and work within school.  
The students have become increasingly engaged with the  
programme. They read regularly and quiz consistently -  
particularly those currently reading our lower age range 
books. Results show AR is definitely benefitting our students 
and helping to increase reading ages and comprehension.

“Students have grown in reading confidence as they are 
now able to finish a book and gain good marks on a  
comprehension quiz. Moving up colours has also improved 
their self-belief. 

“The students are able to see tangible evidence of 
their progress through their quiz results and the 
STAR Reading tests.

“We have a ‘Millionaires’ Club’ board to mark the  
achievements of students who have read a significant  
number of words. It is updated weekly and great excitement 
is shown by the students that have read the most.  A reward 
is given termly to the winning group, usually an exclusive 
DVD showing in the library. (Book related of course!)
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achieved over 18 months’ 
reading progress in one year

31%
of Year 7
students

35%
of Year 8
students



“Since the school introduced Accelerated 
Reader (AR) both students’ and parents’  
attitudes towards reading have certainly 
become more positive.

“AR has also been a means to develop  
relationships with parents. Home Connect is a 
brilliant resource enabling parents to support their 
child and encourage reading and comprehension 
from home, while regular updates on levels 
reached are given at school parents’ evenings.
“The AR Diagnostic reports are printed fortnightly 
for all English teachers and librarians. The  
information is clearly presented, so we have been 
able to implement intervention strategies at an 
early stage where necessary.
“The library has shown an extremely large  
increase in both books issued and library usage.  
Students are choosing appropriate books to read 
and are therefore able to complete their book and 
borrow another rather than being ashamed of not 
finishing a book because it was too challenging.

“All of our year 7 and 8 students have lessons in 
the library every two weeks. Most of the time is 
spent silently reading and quizzing. These have 
been so effective that it has been decided that 
our year 7 cohort will have a weekly library lesson 
from September.”
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1 Accelerated Reader (AR) offers personalised reading practice for pupils of all ages and abilities with over 24,000 fun, motivational quizzes on 
 popular books ranging from The Very Hungry Caterpillar to Roald Dahl, and the Harry Potter series to the Classics, which test a pupil’s  
 understanding of what they have just read.
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